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Abstract
A database (NUBASE) containing the main nuclear
isomeric-states is being set up. This database has mainly
includes information from recent literature and is meant
experimental data are available, trends in the systematics
(labeled in the database as non-experimental).

properties and decay properties of nuclides in their ground- and
been derived from ENSDF and the atomic mass evaluation but also
to cover all experimental data along with their references. When no
of neighboring nuclides have been used if possible to derive values

1. Introduction
The nuclear physics community from basic physics to
applied nuclear sciences would greatly benefit from a
database for the main basic nuclear properties such as
masses, excitation energies for the isomers, half-lives,
spins and parities, decay modes and intensities, and main
decay lines. All the information should be properly referenced in such a database to allow checks on their validity,
if desired.
Most of the data are already present in two evaluated
files: the Evaluated Nuclear Structure Data Files (ENSDF)
[I ] and the Atomic Mass Evaluation (AME) [2]. For some
applications it was useful to combine them in a “hotizontal” structure (which does not exist in ENSDF) and to
have as much as possible all the available experimental
data included.
One of the applications is the AME which requires clear
identification of the states involved in a decay or a
reaction. Furthermore, calculations requiring radioactive
parameters for nuclear applications (e.g.. reactors, waste
management and nuclear astrophysics) need access to these
basic nuclear properties. Therefore, a “horizontal” nuclear
experimental database called NUBASF is being generated.
It can be considered m a critical compilation of the two
above mentioned evaluations, AME and ENSDE. In order
to be as complete as possible, this compilation is updated
on the basis of recent literature. Full references are given
for all of the experimental information. When no experimental data exist for a nuclide. values can be estimated
from observed trends in the systematics of experimental
data: they are clearly labeled with a special symbol.
The contents of NUBASE are described below. along
with some of the policies adopted in this work. Updating

procedures for the new evaluations from ENSDF and for
the new data from the current literature are presented in
Section 3. Finally, a display of the contents of NUBASE
with a PC-program is described in Section 4.

2. Contents of NUBASE
NUBASE contains experimentally known nuclear properties together with some values estimated by extrapolation
of experimental data for 2923 nuclides. NUBASE also
contains data to describe isomeric states with half-lives
greater than I millisecond; there are 631 such nuclides of
which 60 have more than one isomeric state.
The names and the chemical symbols of tbe elements
I04 to 109 aF recommended recently by the Commission
on Nomenclature of Inorganic Chemistry of the Intemational Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC)
were used: I04 dubnium (Db), I05 joliotium (JI). I06
rutherfordium (Rf), 107 bohrium (Bh). I08 hahnium (Hn),
and 109 meitnerium (Mt), while the provisional symbols
Xa and Xb were used for the elements I IO and I I I. This
choice is made for convenience and does not express a
preference.
The following quantities have been compiled for each
nuclide (A.2) and for each state (ground or isomeric): mass
excess, excitation energy of the isomeric states, half-life.
spin and parity, decay modes and intensities for each
mode, isotopic abundances of the stable nuclei. and
references for all experimental values of the above items.
A sample listing of NUBASE is shown in Table I for

130.
As much as possible, one-standard deviations ( I r) are

A =

given to represent the uncertainties connected with the
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Table

1
for A = 130. In column 3 Ihe isomeric excilatimt crrergy is f~dlowed by iLs origin code nnd by the symlml *‘*”

Sampling lining of NUBASE
umxtaitt
Nuclide

(se tez&. The symbol “#”
Mass excess

Isomer excitation

IkeVl

energy IkeVl

“‘Cd

-61600%

rro,*

-69990

50

“*,n*

-69940

SO

“%l”

-69590

M)

“%n

-80242

28

‘“sn”

-78296

2ll

’ ‘*Sb

-82393

2.5

‘““Sb’

-82388

2.5

‘%
I ‘“*

-87352.8

1.9

-86932

3

““r”

-86892

3

“Oxe

-89

““cs

-86 898
-86735

8

““Ba

-87271

7

wJBa.n
“DLa

-84 796

7

s3ysm

880.9

Half-life

5lxw
*
50
4w

1946.88
5.1

0-v

B-=

l-

B-=IGU;E-N-1.0122

90 85RE.ATD

ms IO
lflb IO

(IO-)

B-=10&B-N=l.6518

9093RUOlD

(5+l

B-=100:B-N=l.6.5lX

YO93RUOID

ED*

550

BD

5Stl

0-F

B-=I00

90

1.7

m0.1

7-

B-=100

90

39.5

m 0.S

(8-j

B-=100

90

6.3

m 0.2

IS)+

B-

o+

IS =33.X0

5+

B-=IMf

5x)

2f

iT=842:8-=I62

90

9.0

zy
h 0.03
mO.1

= IO0

YO

IS =4.1

I+

EC+B+=98.4;9-=I.6

90

3.46

mO.06

S-

IT=99.842:EC+B+=O.l62

90

Of

ts=0.1062

90

8-

IT=

Yii

m0.1

31+1

EC+B+=ltlO

90

m?

o+

EC+E+=loO

90

Ec+B+=IoO

90

EC+

90

II

ms?

210#

8.7

““Ce
r%lp,

-79470#

2lOX

25

-71370#

300#

4o.n

s 0.4

““Nd
I *npm

-663407x

700#

28

s3

-55 470#
-47700#

8W#
9w_l#

2.2

experimetnil values. Unfottunately, experimental&
do
not atways define the meaning of the unce~ainties that
they quote: under such circumstances, the uncertainties are
assumed to be standard deviations. In a significant number
of ca%s, the unce~ainties are not given at all: estimates
have been made on the basis of the limitations of the
method of measurement.
2. I. Mass e.vcess
The mass excess is defined as the difference between the
atomic mass (in mass units) and the mass number, and is
given in kev for each nuclear state together with the one
standard deviation uncertainty. When the further-left significant figure in the uncertainty is larger than 3, values
and unce~ainties are rounded off, but not to more than tens
of key
The mass excesses used in NUBASE are those of the
most recent evaluation 121. By the time the database is
published. these data will be replaced by the values from
the 1995 update [3].
The chamcter # in place of the decimal point means
that values and uncertainties are estimated from systematic
trends.
In some cases masses give information on nucleonstability. yielding an upper or a lower limit on the half-life.
2.2. &kizazion energy
fwmcfs are given in order of increasing excitation
energy and identified by appending “‘m”. of “II” to the

o+

I

90

o+

ll.11
0.18

2: B-

m 0.04

stbl
2415.12

90 94WA.AE

= IO0

29.21

stbl
163.25

4)o

mO.04

12.36

1.1

IOO;B-NAP4

3.72
0.10

H

R&XlXCCS

ms3

60

0.0013

intensities [%I

ma 40

Cl.25
39.9525

Decay modes and

p&y
toil

50

0.2

Spin

278

-81670X

“‘Sm

if the assignment i*

means that the associated vzdue is dmived fmm trends in fystematics

IO0

B+ = IO0

EC+B+=llHkB+PGTO

s 0.5

YO

0+

nuclide name, e.g., “‘Cs for the ground-sta?e, “‘Csm for
the first isomeric state, and ‘**Cs” for the second isomer5
state.
The excitation energy can be derived from a number of
different experimental methods. When this energy is
derived from a method other than ‘y-ray spectrometry, the
origin is indicated by the codes given in Table 2 and the
numerical value is taken from AME: the rounding policy is
the same as for the mass excess. C&he&se. the code is left
blank and the numerical value is taken from ENSDF or
from the literature update. When the existence of an isomer
is under discussion tY”Rb”) or the isomer is proved not to
exist ( IH4Lu”‘). it is flagged with “EU” and “RN” in the
origin field, respectively.
When the uncertainty CTon the excitation energy Ex is
relatively large, the assignment to ground state and isomeric state is uncertain. If c > lEx112, a flag is added in
NUBASE (e.g., ““In and ““In” in Table I).
As a result of this work, the ordering of the ground- and
isomctic-states have been reversed for the following

Table 2
Symhoisusedin NUBASE for the originof excitmionenergiesfor
the isomers
Symbol

Experimentalmethod

MD

mass doublet
reactionenergydifference
u energy difference
p energy diffemaee
Protondecay

RQ
AD
BD
P
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nuclides compared to ENSDF: “‘Mn. “Nb. ““Rh, ““Ag,
ITRPm,ISbTb, 147Er,‘5’Tm, ‘“7”g, IH7Pb,and 1”zi.19”Bi,and
we found evidence for a state below the adopted ENSDF
ground-state for the following nuclides: ‘JAg, “‘La, ‘“‘Pm,
‘zI.I”‘.I~~Lu, ‘“‘.IXUPb,IXJAU, a”d ‘YTDb.Whereas, com_
pared to AME 121,the following cases have been reversed:
X3Y,yyRh,‘Z”Sb,“‘Pr. and 24HBk,as also undertaken in the
AME update [3].
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limit on the half-life is given following the characteristics
of the experimental setup.
The half-life units used in NUBASE include seconds (s).
minutes cm). hours (h), days (d), and years (y): all subunits arc given in Table 4. Conversion between years and
seconds is given by I year (tropical year 1900) =
3 I 556 925.974 7 s.
2.4. Spin and parity

2.3. Hulflife
The half-life values originate from ENSDF and the
literature (492 updates). For some light nuclei, the half-life
(T,,Z) is deduced from the level total width (cm) by the
equation c,,T, ,? = fi In 2:
T,,, (s) ~4.562 X IO-“‘/$,,, (MeV) .
There are approximately 60 cases (40 from ENSDF and 20
from the literature) where the uncertainties are given
asymmetrically Ttz. If these uncertainties are used in
some applications, they need to be symmetrized. We have
provisionally adopted the same method as in the AME:
take the central value to be the mid-value between the
upper and lower Iv-equivalent limits T + (a - b)/2, and
define the uncertainty to be the average of the two
uncertainties (a + b)/2. The validity of this relatively
simple procedure needs to be assessed further before being
fully accepted. An alternative method would be to define T
as the central value and symmetrize only the uncertainties
as (a + b)/2; however, this approach is not particularly
attractive since T might be smaller than (a + b)/2. Table 3
illustrates the results from both of these methods. The
symmetrized data are flagged in NUBASE.
Some measurements are reported as a range of values
with most probable lower and upper limits. A uniform
distribution of probabilities has been assumed which yields
a value at the middle of the range and an uncertainty of
29% of that range (41.
New half-life measurements in the literature are not used
in NUBASE if their accuracy is not three times better than
the ENSDF-value; these new data are stored separately and
made available to the users. For some nuclides identified
by using a time-of-flight spectrometer, an upper or a lower
Table 3
Treatment of asymmetric uncertainties in half-lifes. Method I is
the method used in the AME. Method 2 keeps the central value
and symmetrizes only the uncertainties
Nuclide

Original’

T,,,

Method I

Melhod 2

“‘AS

190

+llO-70ms
+10-4/.ls
+400 - 40 ps
+61 - l3ma

210+90
1.320.7
X0%220
5.x+3.7

190290
I .ot0.7
80-c220
3.4z3.7

222
U
‘hrHn
2hnMt

I.0
80
3.4

Spins and parities are mostly taken from ENSDF, and
data
from the literature. As in ENSDF, values are presented
without and with parentheses based upon strong and weak
arguments, respectively (see the introductory pages of Ref.
IS]). If no experimental spin and parity data exist, they are
estimated whenever possible (mostly for odd-A nuclides)
from systematic trends in neighboring nuclides with the
same odd-N or odd-Z numbers, and flagged with the “#”
symbol.

have also been updated by 96 sets of experimental

2.5. Decay modes and intensities
The decay modes have been updated for I I3 nuclides on
the basis of the recent literature, including evaluations of
delayed-neutrons [6] and spontaneous fission [7] intensities.
Table 5 lists the decay modes and their symbols. Clear
distinction is made between a decay mode allowed energetically but not observed (represented by a question mark
alone) and an observed decay mode but for which the
intensity was not measured (represented by “=?“). As in
ENSDF. no corrections are made to normalize the primary
intensities to 100%.
For delayed-emissions, decay intensities have to be
considered carefully because the given intensities correspond to the emitted radiations or the emitted particles. In
terms of daughter nuclides, the intensities are different. For
example, if the (A.Z) nuclide has a decay described by
“B= 100; B - N = 20”, this nomenclature means that
for 100 decays of the parent nuclide 100 p- and 20
delayed-neutrons are emitted, and that 80 (A, Z + I) and
20 (A - I, Z + I ) daughter nuclides are produced after

Table 4
Half-life sub-units used in

NUBASE

ms:
ps:
ns:
ps:
fs:
as:

10.‘~ millisecond ky: 10’ y kiloycrr
IO-‘s microsecond My: IO”y megryear
10 ‘s nanosecond Gy: IO”ygi&ayear
10 ” s picosecond Ty: IO” y remyear
IO-” s femtosecond Py: IO” y petayear
Ey:
10’” y cxayear
10 ‘” s anosecond

ZS:

IO ” s zeplosecond

ys:

IO ” s yoctosccnnd Yy: IO””y youaycar

Zy:

IO” y zenayear
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Table 5

Symbols for the decay modes
Symbol

Decay mode

BZBB+
EC
EC+B+
IT
N
B-N
B-2N
P
B+P
B+2P
ECP
2P
A
B-A
B-3A
B+A
ECA
SF
“Ne...

p- decay
double fi- decay
B‘ decay
electmn capture
electron capture and p’ decay
internal transition
neutmn emission
/3- delayed neutron emission
fl- delayed Z-neutron emission
pmton emission
fi’ delayed proton emission
B + delayed 2-pmton emission
elcctmn capture delayed proton emission
Z-proton emission
aemission
p- delayed cx emission
B- delayed 3-a emission
/3* delayed a emission
electmn capture delayed Q emission
spontaneous fission
heavy cluster emission

decay. This form of definiiton also holds for more complex
delayed emissions.
2.6.

Issropic abundances

Isotopic abundances are taken from Ref. [8], and are
listed in the decay field with the symbol IS.
2.7. References
The year of the archival file is indicated for the nuclides
evaluated in ENSDF; otherwise, this entry is left blank.
References for all of the experimental updates are given
by the NSR key number [9], followed by a one letter code
which specifies the added or modified physical quantity (T
for half-life, J for spin or parity, E for the isomer excitation
energy, D for decay mode and/or intensity. and i for
identification). In cases where more than one quantity is
updated for the same nuclide (e.g.. ‘%
in Table I ), the
NSR key numbers for the next letters in the code are listed
in a special file available for the users. No reference is
given for systematic values. A few re-interpretations of the
data by the present authors are denoted by the ABBW key.

3. Updating procedure
NUBASE is updated via two routes: from ENSDF after
each new A-chain evaluation and duectly from the litera1UrtL
E??SDF tiles are retrieved from NNDC using thr on-line

Re.r. A 369 (1996) 511-515
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Fig. I. Status of ENSDF (total number of nuclei= 2347) as of
February 1995.
service [I] and transferred through Internet. Programs have
been developed [IO]:
-to check that each Z in the A-chain has an “adopted
levels” data set; if not, a corresponding data set is
generated from the “decay” or “reaction” data set,
-to
extract the “adopted levels” data sets from
ENSDF,
-to extract from these data sets the required physical
quantities, and convert them into a format similar to the
NUBASE format.
The processed data are used to update manually the
previous version of NUBASE. This step is done separately
by the four authors and cross-checked until full agreement
is reached.
Fig. I summarizes the status of ENSDF evaluations, and
one can see that some data are relatively old. Therefore.
NUBAS% has to be updated from the literature (including
annual reports. conference proceedings, and theses). As
above, the scanning of the literature is undertaken independently and updating: are compared. Most often these
new data are included in the next ENSDF evaluation. and
the corresponding references can be removed from the
NUBASE database.

4. Display of NUBASE

in a PC-program

NUBASE
may be used in conjunction with a PCprogram NUCLEUS [I I]. whose main purpose is to
display the nuclear properties contained in various databases, and also to draw a chart of nuclides according to the
considered database. Fig. 2 gives the display for the ““Rh
data from NUBASE. together with the decay and separation energies fmm AME. An extension of NUBASE
presently under development for selecting the main a, EC,
y. and X-ray lines is also shown. Full references to the
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geneity in data handling and presentation has been obtained for all of the nuclides. Furthermore. isome&
assignment5 and excitation energies have been reconsidered on a firmer basis and their data improved.
NUBASE will be published in full and made available
through the electronic highways.
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